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There is height to this target. Very open landscape. Elevation, height. 

3591 has something hideous that smells, on the ground, dark color. 

7077 is a very tall elegant structure like the Eiffel Tower. It's very tall, very tall 
like a mast and slender and elegant in its shape. 

There are chairs here for people to sit on. I sit on the chair. We are not going 
anywhere so this is not a means of transportation. We like to read a newspaper 
here on the chairs. 

It's a very pleasant scenery with blue sky and green like a park. 

There are some cars there is a red car down below. 

The tower is very old it's from the 1800's and I am not allowed to be on the very 
top. The chairs where people read newspapers is in the center of the tower. 

We can drive to here on the road with the cars. 

Wheels, machines, at the lower back of the tower, like what we had with 1800's 
steam engine machines where a large rubber band would go around a large 
wheel that goes around, this is outdated technology but it was used then to 
power an elevator. 

Yellow fireworks display are fired at the uncomfortable ground but do not reach 
as high as even to midway up the tower. 

The machinery at the lower back of our tower that has stopped. 

We go up in an elevator to the top of the tower. Something unpleasant has 
happened below on the ground, a war took place there around the base of the 
tower on the grounds. 

There is glass such as windows on the front side of the tower. There is a park 



below on the ground with yellow flowers. 

Based on the previous, the target is not land, is not water, is not lifeform, is not 
energy. The target is either a mountain or most likely a manmade structure. 

It is a lookout post. There is a guard here on the center of elevation in the 
tower. 

Newspapers are here, flying all around. People are sitting on chairs and are 
reading the newspapers. Do what they do: We feel rather pleasant up here. 
Sunny sunshine a day out at the park. It feels much better up there than on the 
black rubble ground. Hats, people wear hats. 

We have to go up the tower. There is an elevator that brings us up the tower. 
We are not allowed to go to the very top of the tower. There is no staircase 
leading down. They go up to read their newspapers. We are on top of a machine 
elevator. 

The machine wheel turbine goes around. People are chewing chewing gum up in 
the tower. People up in the tower are watching a game here, chewing gum and 
wearing hats. We are watching a strength contenst show with the strong man, 
everything at the target so far has been very typical 1800's. There is money 
involved with the wheel that brings the elevator up, it costs money to operate 
perhaps people even have to pay to use it. 

The newspapers are falling down from the tower through the air. People are 
cheering and excited as if they are watching a game which is a strength contest 
for the strong man competition. 

There are chairs here for sure. The chairs move up. Green grass on the park 
grounds floor. We are up sitting on chairs like a sky lift, the one that skiers use 
to sit on chairs and powered by the elevator turbine wheel. They are watching a 
sports game. They are chewing chewing gum. People are cheering. 

People are throwing coins down at the game. There is anger and violence down 
below. 

I hear in Italian, "gli tutti" which means "the all of them" or "the everyone". 

We the audience are not allowed to go to the top floor. There is a fight going on 
downstairs on the ground level. There is a door that we push open on the ground 
level. They are throwing down coins from the mid level of the tower down to the 
ground. People are eating bisquits up there. 

4:16 PM End session. 



Choice: Structure

Tall tower, people use an elevator powered by a turbine wheel to get up to the 
middle of the tower, the top most part of the tower is off limits by a guard. 
People sit in the middle of the tower on chairs, people chew chewing gum and 
wear red hats, they are watching a strength competition game happening down 
below, people in the tower throw newspapers and coins down to the match 
below. There is a red car down below and a green park with yellow flowers.

Feedback: Fuck it is the Enigma Machine again for a fourth time. This session I 
would rank as a fail. Oh but I chose the correct target category hah hah so I 
guess I am happy. Damn that Enigma Machine, the first two times I remote 
viewed this target went well. I chose the right category but my report is not 
consistent with the feedback and there was no tower. Quite a poor result. 
Perhaps I am doing too many targets in a short amount of time and need to take 
a break for one day. 
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